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Task One: Computers for children

You will hear a text about a children’s computer.

You get marks in this practice test for writing the correct words with the correct spelling.•
You will hear the text three times:•

First – you will hear the whole text. `
Then – you will hear small pieces of the text. `
These will each be repeated once. `

I started my business in 1998 because I wanted to take __Example__ 
of my life. I work as a virtual assistant in business services. This means 
that I give __1__ on different problems of office administration to __2__ 
businesses that don’t really want or __3__ full-time employees. 

I have over fifteen years __4__ in office administration. In my last __5__ 
I worked as Head of Office Administration, which I loved but I __6__ most 
of my time at work. Right now my business is not very big, but hope to 
__7__ it up later on. 

My office is located in my dining room. It’s great that I can open the 
windows and  __8__ at the people coming and going outside. I love 
__9__ up in the morning, walking downstairs and knowing that I’m at 
work. I especially love the days when it’s raining outside, and I don’t have 
to drive through heavy traffic just because I want to __10__ to work on 
time.

Task Two: Home office

Complete the following article by choosing the most suitable word from the four options.•

H o m e  b u s i n e $ $
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Questions for Task Two:

Example: A. aim B. direction C. control D. point

The correct answer is C.

1. A. management B. advice C. direction D. control

2. A. small B. little C. tiny D. slight

3. A. wish B. take C. hold D. need

4. A. work B. experience C. information D. action

5. A. career B. job C. situation D. title

6. A. spent B. had C. used D. put

7. A. grow B. increase C. make D. build

8. A. watch B. look C. see D. view

9. A. starting B. moving C. getting D. coming

10. A. come B. move C. get D. find
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Task Three: The story of the euro

Complete the following text by selecting for each numbered space one of the words from the•
box below.
Use only • ONE word for each space.

After a long period of preparation the first euro notes and coins came __11__ 
circulation on 1st January 2002. One euro is divided into 100 cents. The 
official code for the euro is EUR.

__12__euro coin has the European Union flag on one side, and on the reverse 
a national symbol __13__ one of the member countries, such __14__ the 
King of Spain on Spanish euros, and the Queen of __15__ Netherlands on 
Dutch coins. Any coin can __16__ used in any of the member countries.

Euro notes have images of 
gateways and bridges __17__ 
symbolise Europe’s varied and 
rich architectural heritage __18__  
therefore demonstrating the idea of 
union. Euro notes are exactly the 
same in all EU countries.

The symbol for the euro resembles 
a round E together __19__ two 
horizontal parallel lines. This symbol 
looks __20__ the Greek letter 
epsilon (a reference to Greece, the 
foundation of European civilisation). 
The parallel lines represent the 
euro’s stability and its role in Europe’s future.
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The Euro
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